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Synopsis:
Japanese folklore is full of stories about the tengu, magical beings who grant wishes to those who
ask them. But watch out--wishes don't always turn out as you expected!
In this lively, engaging retelling of two fantastic tengu tales, Duncan Ball introduces young readers
to the folk world of old Japan, while David Allan's beautiful illustrations set an atmosphere inspired
by classic Japanese art.

About the author:
Duncan Ball is the author of many books of children’s fiction including the multi-award-winning
books about Selby---”the only talking dog in Australia and, perhaps, the world”--- and Emily
Eyefinger---the adventures of the girl who was born with an eye on the end of her finger. He has
also written various picture books, five novels, a book of plays and a collection of funny poetry, My
Sister Has a Big Black Beard. His books have been translated into many languages including
Japanese. Duncan lives in Sydney. For more information see Duncan’s website:
http://www.duncanball.com.au

About the illustrator: David Allan is an illustrator and artist whose first picture book,Two Trickster

Tales from Russia,retold by Sophie Masson, was published by Christmas Press in 2013. His second
picture book,Two Tales of Twins from Ancient Greece and Rome, retold by Ursula Dubosarsky, was
listed in Good Reading Magazine's best books of 2014. His work is in private and public
collections, and he has exhibited paintings in several solo and group shows. He lives in the New
England region of NSW.

From the author Duncan Ball: About the writing of Two Tengu Tales from Japan
Tengu1 are demons from the two main Japanese religions---Shinto and Buddhism---and are also the
subjects of many folktales. In the folktales tengu are often tricksters who target evil people.
Centuries ago they were shown as winged creatures with bird-like heads but in recent years they’re
shown as men with wings, red faces and long noses. The noses have taken over from birds’ beaks.
Tengu have magical powers including the ability to fly and to make themselves appear and
disappear.

Illustration by David Allan copyright 2015

Two Tengu Tales from Japan would never have been written if my Selby books hadn’t been
translated into Japanese. Some years ago a group of nine Japanese women, giving themselves the
pen name of Aoi Kashima decided to translate some English language children’s books into
Japanese.
Somehow they found my Selby books, about the adventures of a talking dog. After translating
the first four books they decided to come to Australia for a holiday and to meet me. We hit it off so
well that ever since we’re stayed in touch. They also kept asking when I was coming to Tokyo.

1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tengu

Above: the first visit
A few years ago, on a return trip to Australia from the USA my wife and I stopped off in Tokyo.
There we has a wonderful dinner with Aoi Kashima.

Above: the recent visit
One of the translators, Noriko Kakita invited us to stay with her and her husband, Akira, in their
house in the outskirts of Tokyo. Their daughter, Reiko, had stayed with us in Sydney on occasion in
Sydney.

During our stay with them they took us up a nearby mountain, Mount Takao2. We went part way
up on a chair lift and then walked the rest of the way. The woods on the mountain are very beautiful
with lots of animals including wild boars and monkeys.

At the top of Mount Takao is a Buddhist shrine and monastery3. Among the many buildings is
one where we had a wonderful lunch in a private room.

2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mount_Takao

3
http://www.takaosan.or.jp/english/about.html

In the entrance was a large mask of a tengu. Tengu were said to live on the mountain and to
guard the monastery against evildoers.

There were also statues of tengu at the entrance to a nearby shrine where the four of us attended
a Buddhist fire ceremony.
Since reading the re-tellings of Japanese folk tales that were written by Lafcadio Hearn4 many
years ago I’ve had an interest in Japanese folklore and still have most of Hearn’s books---first
published at the turn of the 20th Century---on my bookshelves.
(Note: Gillian Rubinstein was obviously also a fan of these books and when she wrote her Otari
books she adopted the pen name Lian (from Gillian) Hearn (from Lafcadio Hearn.)
The trip to Japan was an inspiration which lead me to re-read some of Lafcadio Hearn’s stories.
Among them I found a story that I’d forgotten called “Story of a Tengu”5. And on the internet I
found more tengu tales.
Sometime later Sophie Masson asked me if I’d be interested in writing a book to add to a series
of folk tales from around the world that Christmas Press was publishing. I said yes and of course
Japan was the country I chose. The result is Two Tengu Tales from Japan, beautifully illustrated by
David Allan. I hope you enjoy it.
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From the illustrator, David Allan:
I love Japanese woodblock art and for Two Tengu Tales from Japan I was especially inspired by the
work of Hasui Kawase and Yoshida Hiroshi who were working in the early 20th century and whose
style is called Shin-hanga. The strong stylish linework and flat areas of colour of Japanese
Woodblock art really appeal to me.
I really feel a strong stylistic connection to this traditional Japanese style...and I can definitely see
connections to the work of the great European illustrators I love such as Arthur Rackham and Ivan
Bilibin. In fact, there was some European influence back into the two Japanese artists I mentioned
—the Shin-hanga style was influenced for instance by European Impressionism.
Some suggested themes and questions for further discussion and exploration in class:
Do you think tengu are good or bad beings? Why?
The tengu are often depicted as tricksters, but in the second story, The Invisible Cloak, it is the
tengu who is tricked. Or is that not so? Discuss.
'Careful what you wish for' can be seen as one theme in the stories. What other kinds of stories do
you know which have a similar theme?
Look up Mount Takao, which Duncan Ball visited, and which is one of the places associated with
tengu. What other facts can you find out about it?
What other traditional magical beings can you find in Japanese folklore? Research it in books and
online.
Look up some of the artists David Allan mentions as inspirations.

Some creative activities:
In Kenji's Magic Sandals, his greedy uncle is turned into a beetle. Write a short poem or story about
what happened to him afterwards. How did he cope with life as a beetle?
Take one of the minor characters from The Invisible Cloak—like for instance one of the
shopkeepers—and write a short report about what happened.
Imagine you are a tengu. What do you think of people? Write a short piece about it.
In the old days, tengu could sometimes be depicted with bird beaks. Draw a picture of one of the
older style of tengu.

